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Trust is a special legal relationship which consists of three parties such as 
settler, trustee and beneficiary. Beneficiary is a real owner and weak man in trust, 
and protection for beneficiary is important aim of trust law. So, this paper pays 
attention to beneficiary, reviews and analyses safeguard mechanism which is and 
should be provided by trust law. For this, the paper first discusses some 
fundamental theories, then discusses operation, effects and perfection of safeguard 
mechanism such as trust property, duty restriction, trust supervision and legal 
remedy. 
This paper has five chapters except preface and conclusion.     
Chapter one focuses on some fundamental theories, mainly analyzing concept 
definition, qualification restriction, right-acquirement time and legal position of 
beneficiary. The author points out: benefit should be taken as structure element of 
beneficiary concept; a trustee should be prohibited as one and only beneficiary, but 
it doesn’t mean that he can’t assume the office in any circumstance; Obtainment 
time of beneficiary right should be the day when trust comes into existence and not 
when trust becomes effective; Beneficiary is a party of trust, and a weak person 
who doesn’t enjoy benefit purely, therefore, trust law should put its aim on the 
protection of beneficiary.    
Chapter two is a study on legal safeguards provided by trust property, mainly 
discussing new classification of trust property, then analyzing safeguard provided 
by every sort of trust property. The author points out: trust property can be 
classified into trust property and trust property , the front Ⅰ Ⅱ means property 
which is prerequirement of trust creation, and the latter means property which is in 
course of trust management; Property has classification of positive property and 
negative property, the protection mechanism of trust property  canⅠ  and do be 
prerequirement of positive property. The safeguard mechanism of Trust 
property consists in sepⅡ araration of trust property, the separaration can defend 
claims of creditor of each trust party to some degree. 
Chapter three discusses duty restriction and its safeguard for beneficiary, 
mainly analyzing logical reason of restriction, legal aim orientation, regulation 















Confidence is confidence in not man but system, humanity being vicious, a trustee 
must be restricted, duty restriction is not replaced by right regulation; Legal aim of 
restriction should be orientated at maximal benefit of beneficiary, in it, benefit 
subject is only beneficiary and doesn’t included settlor and society, benefit content 
is physical but not spiritual; A bulk of restriction regulations are default-rule，but 
there are some mandatory rules, even if they are default-rule, they has mandatory 
character to some degree, therefore, the intention of settlor which precludes 
application of restriction regulation is restricted; Modern technique quality of 
restriction has trend of flexibility, this would be worthwhile approving because it 
can realize maximal benefit of beneficiary; Strict self-dealing rule doesn’t accord 
with flexibility trend and should re-established. 
Chapter four is about trust supervision mechanism, mainly discussing reason 
of establishing it, multi-formation and structure element of effective supervision, 
limitation of supervision mechanism and design of relative system. The author 
points out: Trustee’s right from trust property is not right but power; Trustee’s 
power appears trends of extending and has tendency of being abused, so it needs 
supervision; Supervision formation is multi-supervision of beneficiary, settlor, 
trustee, and protector. Among it, settlor’s supervision is power with freedom, 
protector’s supervision is fiducial power only for benefit of beneficiary; Value of 
disclose duty consists in supervision, and from the viewpoint of benefiting 
supervision, disclose duty should be reinforced in the respect of content and 
character of regulation; Supervision mechanism has limitations, so design of 
correlative system such as reinforcement of legal remedy should be noted. 
Chapter five is about legal remedy and its safeguard for beneficiary, mainly 
analyzing system value and right base of remedy, typical and special remedy. The 
author points out: Character of beneficiary’s right as base of legal remedy should 
be defined as new special real right; In respect of compensation, we should pay 
attention to sufficiency construction; In respect of property tracing, we should 
choose tracing mode of real right; Punitive damage should be recognized; 
Concerning office dismiss, loose construction of removal requirement and settlor’s 
intention should be adopted; Constructive trust as a special remedy has 
considerable advantages, and its construction in our nation has realistic base.  
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